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TAXES – what do we want to achieve?

Broad tax policy objectives:
Revenue raising
Social objectives
Market failures
Behavioural changes
International competitiveness



SOME OPENING REMARKS …

Taxes are not costless…
…it has economic impacts.

Taxes influence behaviour and reduces welfare.

Challenge of tax design …
…achieve social economic objective with minimum welfare loss.

How do we judge a tax system…
…and how to think about its effects on welfare, distribution, and 
efficiency



PROPERTIES OF A GOOD TAX SYSTEM

Equity
 Promote fair income distribution

Economic efficiency
 Minimisation of distortive effect on taxpayers’ choices

Administrative efficiency
 Minimisation of administrative and compliance costs

 Flexibility, simplicity, transparency

Flexibility
 Facilitate macroeconomic stability and economic development



A GOOD TAX SYSTEM…

What constitutes a good and feasible tax system
for any country at any time depends on a host of primary 

social, political and economic considerations and 
choices.

(Bird & Swilkie, 2013: 285)



DEFINITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 
(Duff, 2004)

Distinguish between a tax and user fee (charge)

Tax: these are mandatory levies that are unrelated to a specific 
government service or benefit (e.g. taxes on personal income)

User fee: levies imposed for a particular benefit derived from 
the consumption of a specific public good or service (examples 
include water utility fees, road tolls)



USER FEES (Duff, 2004)

Some Advantages & Disadvantages

Advances economic efficiency
Enhances accountability of public sector
Potential compromise of equity
Budgetary flexibility limited



ELEMENTS OF TAX DESIGN
Tax Design
Tax base (income, consumption, wealth)
General versus Selective taxes
 Specific versus Ad valorem taxes
Tax rate structure

Efficiency and equity considerations
Administrative aspects
Political economy of taxation



EFFECT OF TAXES ON OUTPUT AND  
EFFICIENCY

Understanding the magnitude and nature of the deadweight 
losses (efficiency losses) important to assess the true cost of 
increased government spending and for shaping the 
appropriate structure of taxes

These 'distortion costs‘ are due to changes in decisions as a 
result of tax-induced changes to relative prices individuals face.

Exceptions. Lump-sum taxes, taxes on economic rents

Jean Baptiste Colbert, finance minister to Louis 
XIV: 

“The art of taxation consists in so plucking the 
goose as to obtain the largest possible amount of 

feathers with the smallest possible amount of 
hissing.”



EFFECT OF TAXES ON OUTPUT AND  
EFFICIENCY

Taxes create a wedge between prices paid by buyers and 
those received by sellers, think about income tax.

The sum of losses imposed by taxes exceed tax revenues -
deadweight loss (DWL) / social cost of the tax. 

Key goal of tax design: minimise social cost, keeping in mind 
that the size of DWL is related to elasticities.



Attempts by taxpayers to avoid or reduce their tax liabilities can 
increase the excess burdens of taxes

Results: Misallocation of resources and adverse effects on 
social welfare

Avoiding such adverse effects should be an important 
consideration in the design of taxes

?
Do policymakers believe DWL from policy decisions is a price 

worth paying?
Historical example: The window tax (Oates and Schwab, 2015)

BEHAVIOURAL RESPONSES AND EXCESS 
BURDENS



EFFECTS OF WINDOW TAX

Regressive nature and health effects of 
"daylight robbery"



THE WINDOW TAX: BACKGROUND
 Imposed in England (1696-1851)
Logic: Number of windows of a dwelling as a visible indicator of the 

ability to pay
Antecedent: Tax on fire-hearths and stoves (1662)

Structure of the window tax: notches
Example – 1747 reforms:
Fewer than 10 windows: No tax
10-14 windows: 6 pence per window
15-19 windows: 9 pence per window
20 or more windows: 12 pence (1 shilling) per window

Average income at the time: 20 pounds (400 shillings) per annum



THE WINDOW TAX: EFFECTS (2)

How strong was the response to the tax?
Oates and Schwab's strategy: Determine the degree to which 

taxpayers avoided the numbers of windows that meant higher 
window tax rates

1747-1757 – 9, 14 and 19 windows:
10-14 windows: 6 pence per window
15-19 windows: 9 pence per window
20 or more windows: 12 pence (1 shilling) per window

1761-1765 – also 7 windows:
8-9 windows: 12 pence (1 shilling) per window
Higher rates on dwellings with 10 or more windows



THE WINDOW TAX: EFFECTS (3)



THE WINDOW TAX: EFFECTS (4)

Oates and Schwab use the notch structure and a simulation model to 
estimate the deadweight losses associated with the window tax

Some findings:
The tax reduced the average demand for windows from an 

estimated 16.2 to an estimated 14.1

Estimated deadweight losses were especially large for those at the 
notches: 62 percent of the taxes paid (i.e. over and above the 
direct burden of the tax, every rand of tax collected imposed an 
additional burden of 62 cents on taxpayers)  

Entire sample: deadweight loss of the window tax amounted to 
13.4 percent of revenues



INDIA – EXCISE DUTY ON CARS

Based on vehicle size
Length and engine displacement
A car exceeding 4m pays higher excise duty
Manufacturer response: 
 Reduce length of car to less than 4m – COMPACT SEDAN!



Attempts by taxpayers to avoid or reduce their tax liabilities can 
increase the excess burdens of taxes

Results: Misallocation of resources and adverse effects on 
social welfare

Avoiding such adverse effects should be an important 
consideration in the design of taxes

?
Do policymakers believe DWL from policy decisions is a 

price worth paying?

BEHAVIOURAL RESPONSES 



THE IMPACT OF THE TAX ON THE DISTRIBUTION 
OF INCOME

What do we consider a fair and equitable tax burden?
Two tax equity principles:
Benefit principle (linked to user fees)
Ability to pay
Horizontal equity
Vertical equity

Fairness by procedure, by legitimate expectations



DISTRIBUTIONAL EFFECTS & GOALS

An individual bears the burden of a tax to the extent it makes 
him or her worse off.
Legal incidence differs from economic incidence (who bears 

the burden. 

 Important question: what is society’s fundamental ethical 
framework in deciding these matters?



DISTRIBUTIONAL EFFECTS & GOALS

From an equity perspective, awareness of distributional 
implications of tax changes imperative (not only for income 
distribution in general but also for the different groups) 

Ensure that actual outcome of reforms match intended outcome.
Avoid taxation that increases poverty, but if these taxes are less 

costly (iro efficiency) to raise revenue, and its possible to offset 
distributional effects of such taxes by direct expenditures / 
adjustments in tax system do not discard such taxes.

Consider overall tax (and fiscal) system.



CORRECTIVE TAXATION AND 
BEHAVIOUR CHANGE

Taxes meant to change behaviour
Examples: "Sin taxes" on tobacco and alcohol products

Important questions: 
 How do consumers respond to such taxes?
 Do such taxes have the intended effects on behaviour? 

(See Congdon, et al 2009:2 “behavioral economics shows 
that how people respond to taxes is less straightforward than 
the standard model supposes.”) 



THEORETICAL RATIONALE
Adam Smith (1776) supported taxation of goods such as 

tobacco, alcohol and sugar as they are not necessities.

Corrective (or “Pigouvian”) taxes:
Correct for the presence of externalities or internalities in a 

market:

 externality: costs imposed on others

 internality: costs imposed on the individual themselves

Examples: excise taxes on alcohol, tobacco, motor fuels



ACHIEVING AND TRADING OFF 
OBJECTIVES (Mirrlees et al 2011: 35)

“We want a tax system that does not unnecessarily discourage 
economic activity, that achieves distributional objectives, and that 
is fair, transparent, and administratively straightforward. How can 
we achieve these outcomes and how should we trade them off? 
In particular, how should we think about balancing efficiency loss 
against equity?”

Theory of Optimal Taxation
“Optimal tax theory is all about the choice of a system of taxation 
that balances efficiency losses against the government’s desire 
for redistribution and the need to raise revenue.”



THREE RULES OF THUMB 
(Mirrlees et al 2011)

What do we take into account in the design of a tax system?
Neutrality
Simplicity 
Stability
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